
Lakes, rivers and oceans are abundant with beauty and have the ability to engage the
senses keenly. The sound of waves lapping on the shore or the scent of salty sea
breezes can offer a calming antidote to the fast pace of our existence. Fish jumping

out of the water, loons calling, sunsets reflecting on the water—all bring nature sharply into
focus. It’s no surprise that water is a favorite place to unwind. 

In fact, to take advantage of a great setting and proximity to recreation, more people are
choosing to build homes on the waterfront. Some will build second homes, while others
will build year-round residences. Still others are relocating permanently to their second
home upon retirement. 

Just as there are countless benefits to living on the water, there are also some risks to
calculate before you take the plunge. Taking the time to do some legwork in advance will
minimize potential surprises, as well as allow you to protect your investment.

Narrowing locations
Lakes, rivers and oceans each come with different recreational opportunities and
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environmental factors that will have some effect on living
there. For example, if you want to live on water so that you
may spend your free time waterskiing, a lake may be the best
location. Likewise, if sailing is your thing, you should be
looking at oceanfront property. 

Once you’ve identified the appropriate body of water for
your personal interests, do some research to find out what
happens on or near the water. This may mean observing a
lake for activity levels on a weekday and on the weekend: a
lake may be placid on a Wednesday afternoon but buzzing
with watercraft come Saturday morning.

Learn about a lake’s natural channels—does a stream or
river feed into the lake? If so, what is the river’s
environmental health? Also consider the type of recreation
permitted and how the noise and wake from lake activity
may affect your property.  

If you want to build by a river, find out what the river
does upstream. Does the river receive treated wastewater
from industry? What is the river’s flooding history? If the
river freezes in the winter, is there a history of ice damaging
shores and trees when it breaks up? Do dams upstream or
downstream affect water levels and the activities that can be
conducted on the river? 

If you’re thinking about building a home on the Atlantic
Ocean or Gulf Coast, investigate measures you can take to
protect your property against tropical storms. Check with a
contractor or local authorities to determine if your property

requires bulkheads, seawalls, riprap or other structures
parallel to the shoreline. For further information, consult
CMI Waterfront Solutions, which provides updates about
preparing waterfront property for hurricane season at
www.cmiwaterfront.com.

Finding property
This may seem like a no-brainer, but it bears mentioning:
Don’t buy land without setting foot on it first. Just as you
wouldn’t buy a home without touring it or buy a car 
without test-driving it, you’ll want to inspect the property 
by walking it. If possible, see the lot from the water, 
which may help you when planning the best house 
for the lot. Though it may sound nutty, if you value
swimming or plan to install a dock, you may even test the
water by getting in. 

Then try to answer the following questions: 
• What land development is happening in the area? 

How is the development received by current residents? 
• Is the property on a floodplain? 
• Are there restrictions that might make it difficult to insure

your property? 
• How will the property change in different seasons? 
• What happened to water levels during the last drought? 
• Where is the high-water mark? 
• What are the natural features (trees and vegetation, rocks)

unique to your property? 

Above: This charming farmhouse, Plan BC-1500 (www.homeplans.com), features a large wraparound porch, which offers a
comfortable, shady spot for enjoying views of the water.



Choosing a home
Remember this mantra and you can’t go wrong: Lot first,
home next. It is very important to know your lot’s
restrictions before you set your heart on a home and pay for
the blueprints. 

First, become familiar with setbacks, which define how
close buildings and structures can be to the road, the
shoreline, septic systems and adjacent properties (i.e., your
neighbor). Occasionally setbacks establish an aesthetic for a
community, but more often they’re used to protect a home
from the damage that may occur when living too close to
the water. In fact, according to Shoreland Property: A Guide
to Environmentally Sound Ownership, the best building site is
often farther back than the required minimum setback.

Ultimately, setbacks will help determine the maximum
footprint for your home plan. Don’t forget to consider those
extra structures on your property. Boathouses, gazebos, and
utility and storage sheds—even docks—need to meet
setback requirements.

Next, pick an architectural style that complements the
natural setting and your new neighborhood. Your dream
home may be a Federal-style, brick two-story, but imagine
how that will fit in on a northwoods lake populated by
vintage cabins. Consider instead a bungalow-style home that
will make an aesthetic statement while being better suited to
the rustic setting. 

Spend time on the water in front of your property to
help visualize what the structure will look like from the

water, as well as how it will blend with the other homes
around it. Evaluate your home’s profile in proportion to the
property. The goal is to have your home appear natural in its
lot—like it belongs there. 

Likewise, take your neighbor’s 1,200-square-foot cottage
into consideration before you dwarf it with a 3,500-square-
foot home—you want to avoid towering over your
neighbors’ homes. If you’re building on the ocean, you must
adhere to the restrictions governing base flood elevation,
which indicates how high a structure must be elevated above
mean sea level.

Once you choose a home plan, have a local design
professional review it for adherence to local building codes.

When building your home, take advantage of using
energy-efficient and low-maintenance materials, which will
allow you to save money and free up time so you can relax.
Many major window and door manufacturers now offer
products for the coast, where violent storms threaten
annually. These coastal windows and doors offer protection
again high winds and debris, as well as vinyl cladding that
helps withstand the effects of saltwater, heavy rains and 
sea air.

Septic systems
If your property has a septic system in place, have it
inspected to see that it is in working order. Even if it is
functioning properly, you may need to make upgrades to
meet current standards. If you need to lay out a new septic

Above: This attractive home, clad in wood siding and anchored by a stone fireplace, fits neatly into a wooded lake lot. 



Above and Right: Windows embue all sides of this chalet-style
home, Plan LS-97264 (www.homeplans.com), with ample light.
The spacious, vaulted Great Room is punctuated by fabulous
picture windows and gives the home its prow shape.

Photography on pages 4-7 is by Leon Thompson and Mark Englund/
Homeplans, part of Move. The photographed homes may have been modified
by the homeowner. Please refer to the floor plans and/or the drawn
elevations for actual blueprint details.

system, learn where you can and cannot install it. Setbacks
from the waterfront as well as your neighbor’s waste
treatment system and wells will determine where you place
your septic system. State laws determine separation
distances. Installing the septic system above historic flood
levels will help prevent pollution from reaching the shoreline
in future flooding.

Typically, septic systems are based on the number of
bedrooms in the home, assuming two people per bedroom.
If you will have houseguests often, you may increase the
capacity of your system from the start. 

Regular maintenance, inspection and service is required
every three years to avoid problems and to protect your
family’s health. You should also divert surface water away
from the drain field, avoid driving or parking on the drain
field, and keep tree roots away from drain field pipes.

Landscaping your waterfront property
Existing vegetation rules! When landscaping your waterfront
property, it is important to think about stewardship. Your
goal is to protect the shoreline or coast, which goes a long
way to maintaining water quality and wildlife as well as
preserving the waterfront for future generations. One way to
start is by maintaining a natural landscape. Keep or
replenish native trees, woody plants, shrubs, wildflowers,
native grasses and a ground cover of low-growing vegetation.

Before you start clearing out trees, brush or other natural
vegetation, think about the impact. How will it affect shore

life and water quality? There are many benefits to keeping
the environment as natural as possible. If you want a sandy
swimming beach, look for a lot that already has one.

Consider pruning or limbing trees and bushes instead of
removing them. Trees and bushes enhance your property by
framing your lake view. They also provide a natural noise
barrier from watercraft, protect the land from sloughing into
the water, and offer a habitat for wildlife.

Ultimately, federal, state, and local laws and regulations
govern many aspects of the waterfront and what you may or
may not do. These aspects cover structures and vegetation.
Before you buy a lot or a home plan—and certainly before
you cut vegetation, landscape or build your home—check
with your county zoning office and local department of
natural resources. Finally, become involved with your local
lake or coast association—you can do something positive for
your neighborhood and meet your new neighbors in the
process. 
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